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MAY26/30
PUBLIC EXHIBITION
TUE-SAT 10AM-8PM
EVENTS:
TUESDAY 26
URBAN BRANDING
BRANDING AWARD
OPENING CEREMONY
WEDNESDAY 27
URBAN PLANNING
ARCHITECTURE
THURSDAY 28
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
URBAN PRODUCTS
FRIDAY 29
INNOVATIONS IN
URBAN FASHION
SATURDAY 30
ART MEET+GREET
BRANDING AWARD
CREATIVE SOCIAL MIXER

Organized by
Consulate General
of the Kingdom of
the Netherlands Shanghai

The Consulate General of the Netherlands in Shanghai is
excited to host and present Dutch Days. Organized
around creativity and creative enterprise, this year’s
Dutch Days brings you design, fashion, art and architeture. Under the thematic umbrella of ‘Creating Together’
the focus will be on the staples of Dutch innovation:
concept, process and collaboration. A public exhibition
will provide the backdrop of ﬁve salon-style events that
reveal the thought process driving Dutch creative
projects in China. Working from mega to micro, the
week starts with city branding and the question of urban
identity, followed by the planning of urban space and its
architecture. Then, the interiors and products that
surround us and ﬁnally, personal expression through
urban fashion. Saturday’s social event provides an open
stage for Dutch artists, and mingling between Dutch
creatives and our Chinese counterparts. The whole week
is curated by Mr. Neville Mars from MARS Architects.
The Dutch Days team has conducted extensive meetings
with representatives from the creative community in Shanghai and explored the qualities of Dutch Design in its broadest
sense, as the basis for the curatorial concept. As MARS
explains: “The unique trait of Dutch creativity is a conceptual
and process-driven approach to innovation., while the Dutch
collaborative attitude has nurtured out-of-the-box solutions.
Therefore, for this year’s Dutch Days, we shift the emphasis
from static representation of products, to revealing the
underlying thought process. In a museum-style environment a ring of video screens presents the complex stories
behind the products on display. Floating in the air, the space
remains free for salon-style events. That means that this year,
ideas can take center stage, driven by interaction and knowledge exchange between the creative community and local
stakeholders, making the Dutch Days as engaging as possible, and truly ...Created Together.”

-
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V E N U E

Crea@Infinity, 5F, Building 3
600 Shaanxi N.Road, near Xinzha Road
源创创意园 陕西北路600号 3号楼5层 近新闸路
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“City Branding Shanghai”

T U E S D AY
26 MAY
Internal preparation
11.00
11.15
11.30

Introduction
Project Briefing
Design Charrette Donghua
Students with Dutch companies

From Paris of the Orient to Pearl of Asia, historically
the identity of Shanghai has constantly been shifting.
But what defines Shanghai today? And which of its
many qualities—from vibrant international harbor to
sustainable and livable city, from international financial center to ‘city of design’—will define how Shanghai can position itself? And, can these values be articulated into a single identity? This is the question we
will address with the Shanghai Promotion office for
City of Design.
Two Dutch and two Chinese companies, established innovators in the field of graphic design, visual identity and branding strategy will each pitch a prepared city branding strategy
for Shanghai. This sets the stage for a student design
workshop. The company-student teams will be presented
with a design challenge, introduced by a representative from
the promotion department of Shanghai. The four teams
have one afternoon to articulate their strategic visions into a
concrete graphic design for the visual identity of the city.

PUBLIC EVENT

An expert panel of Chinese marketing, design and strategy
specialists will give feedback and pick the first place studdent design proposal.

14.00

Dutch firms:

Opening speech by Deputy
Consul General of the Kingdom of
the Netherlands in Shanghai (tbc)

14.10

Studio pitches vision on Shanghai
10 min x 4 companies

14.50

Student Presentations
10 min x 4 teams

15.30
16.00

Judging Panel
Coffee Break

OPENING CEREMONY
16.00 Registration
16:45 Opening Speech by Consul
General of the Netherlands
16:55 Opening Speech by SecretaryGeneral of the Shanghai Promotion
Center for City of Design (tbc.)
17:05 Award ceremony of City Branding
Shanghai event
17:15 Exhibition tour by curator, architect
Mr. Neville Mars of MARS Architects
17:30 Social Mixer

BSUR
LINK DESIGN
Two Chinese design firms to be confirmed.
With students from Donghua University.
Jury: Shanghai Promotion office for city of design
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WHY SMART CITY?
Towards a unified method of urban planning

WEDNESDAY
27 MAY
13.30 Opening remarks by the Deputy
Consul General
13.40 Opening speech by the Chairman
of the Shanghai Green Build
ing Council, Mr GAN Zhongze
13.50 Briefing by moderator Neville Mars:
Eco-changes Eco-challenges
14.00
14.10
14.20
14.30

Four cases at four scales
S:
AIM
M:
ARX
L:
KCAP
XL:
Arcadis

14.40 Responding experts:
XingWaiTan, YuRun & others
15.00 QnA / workshop preparation
15.15 Coffee
15.30 BREAKOUT SESSIONS
S:
M:
L:
XL:

Moderated by:
AIM
MVRDV
NITA
Kuiper Compagnons

16.15 Elevator Pitch x 4
16.30 Roundup conclusions
17.00 Networking drinks

Sustainable cities are high on the agenda. If the number of
terms- ecocities, low-carbon cities, smart cities, digital cities,
green cities, sponge cities, etc., is any indication, it would
seem the field of sustainable planning is flourishing. However, used interchangeably by policy makers, planners and
developers alike, it rather suggest a clear understanding is
lacking. Schools of thought range from nature-oriented to
technological definitions of what is sustainable. This technology—much of it from Dutch origins—drives smarter and
more efficient cities, but it doesn't actually define the
planning of the urban environment. The reality is, there is no
single model for the ecocities, no silver bullet that captures its
design—not in China, nor in the West.
Instead, in order to bridge both the technological and the
societal challenges ahead, there is a need for cross-disciplinary and cross-scale collaboration involving the leading
minds and companies in the field. Sooner or later, the many
words we currently use, will describe a practice that we will
simply understand as ‘good planning’. Until then the
challenge will be how to integrate these concepts and maturing technologies across the scales of design.
This salon-style event brings together Dutch and Chinese
experts to tackle this issue. A keynote introduction from a
representative expert from MoHurd will provide the framework of what China currently understands as a smart city, the
benefits and also the shortfalls of this model. In brief presentations four invited Dutch offices will each introduce one
sustainable project at a different scale—S, M, L, XL—and
highlight what the smart component in this project entails.
Leading sustainable developers will provide initial feedback
and help us discern the viability of these solutions for China.
Ensuing, four round-table workshops will explore approaches to connect these design solutions to the other scales. Lead
by architects of prominent offices active in China, the Dutch
method of hands-on collaboration is put to the test.
Ultimately, in a roundup debate, we ask how these concepts
could form the basis of an integrated model for the planning
of China’s smart cities? Would such a model indeed generate
livable, diverse and green habitats? In the dense context of
China, where nature is often city, city should also be nature.
This ambitious ideal suggests our future lies beyond carbon
targets, closer to a human-centric understanding of the city,
and the collaborative planning methods to pave the way.
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“Things To Feel — Trend Spotting Demonstrations”

THURSDAY
28 MAY
13:30 Registration
14:00 Tour of exhibition
Production Demonstrations
15.00
15.10
15.20
15.30
15.40
15.50
16.00
16.10
16.20

Bugaboo
Cloud-9
Strictly Design
René van Doorn
MARS Architects
Desso
WakaWaka (by proxy)
Henny van Nistelrooy
Design2Gather
Coffee break

DEBATE: Concept to Consumer
17.00 Panel discussion with market
experts: Zhou Yi (CIDI),
Yaang Life, Shexpression, a.o.
17.30 Audience interaction
18.00 Open Mixer

Wondering through a gallery, do you ever have the urgency
to touch the art on display, to try on those ancient artifacts?
During the Dutch Days, the “Things To Feel” exhibitors
demonstration allows you to do just that. The designers on
display are invited to introduce their designs in short presentations, after which they can be felt, tested and inspected.
Concept to Consumer
The short introductions will highlight challenges designers
face in bringing their product from concept to the market.
This process of materialising design from idea to a finished
product is difficult in any part of the world. In China there are
particular obstacles and pitfalls. The guests to this debate
vary from young talents to seasoned veterans, together they
will explore the complex reality of bringing concept-driven
design to China.
Invited repondents who are industry leaders such as Zhou Yi
(China Industrial Design Institute) provide feedback and
reflect on their experiences. Audiences are invited to join an
open discussion between the Ducth designers and and
guests ranging from sales specialists, design industry leaders
and media.
The social mixer brings together producers, market representatives, designers and design critics.
Participants:
Sales Representative / Magazines / Design Stores
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“Innovation on the frontiers of Fashion”

FRIDAY
29 MAY
INTERNAL PREPARATION
11.00 Introduction
11.10 Project Briefing
11.20 Preparation for the competition
PUBLIC EVENT
13:30 Registration
14:00 Opening speech
Project introduction by Consul
General of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands
14:10 Speech by Dean of Shanghai
International College of Fashion and
Innovation, Donghua University
14:20 Company presentations
Pactics, Waste2Wear

14:40 Coffee break

15:00 Fashion Design Competition
15:45 Judging panel
16:15 Award ceremony
16:30 Open Mixer

Without most of us giving it much thought, we happily
partake in the fast-pace consumption of the global fashion
industry. However, benign this may appear, textile production
is in fact one of the more polluting industries. Luckily,
consumers are becoming increasingly aware and designers
and manufacturers are stepping up to more environmental
production. From tailored-on-demand to bio-degradable
threads, to up-cycled synthetics, Dutch design companies
are leading innovation, breaking down the traditional
borders between fashion, design and technology, as they go.
Dutch textile makers collaborate with fashion students from
Donghua University a nd organize a fashion competition to
showcase the possibilities when technology meets design.
Professor Li Jun, in collaboration with visiting professor Pirjo
Hirvonen from Finland have taken students from Donghua
University on a study course where recycled material
(Waste2Wear) is applied as the luxury textile of high fashion.
In parallel students design patterns that are applied using
high-tech printing (Pactics) on stretch fabric for leisure and
sports wear. This has the team on a journey of conceptual
design and production. On the final day of the competition,
the participating students will showcase their design process
and share their experiences using the innovative technology
and sustainable fabric.
In the afternoon entiries will be judged by prominent designers and media pundits. The winning design will be given the
spotlight in a special feature in Modern Weekly Magazine.
The target audience of the workshop will be the potential
clients of innovative and sustainable textile, such as fashion
brands, manufacturers; media, and fashion related academia
and government authorities.
In colaboration
:
with:
Donghua University
Li Jun
Pirjo Hirvonen
United Nude
Waste2Wear
Nicole Zhang
Cengiz Orhan
Pactics
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On the concluding day of our event all the moderators of
previous days will deliver the culmination of their respective
workshops in the form of short presentations.

SATURDAY

To round off the week, we have selected a diverse group of
artists and designers who represents the diversity of the
art practice in the Netherlands in the form of videos presentations. Artists will introduce their work in a mini tour inside the
venue. Audiences will have the opportunity to explore their
work further in a meet and greet event shortly after.

30 MAY
16.00 Welcome
.
16.10 Artist Meet
+ Greet
Charlott Markus
Esther Kokmeijer
Peter Vink
Adriaan Rees

17.00 Presentation United Nude
Rem D. Koolhaas
17.30 Live Painting Session
18.00 Wrap up with Consul General and
Dutch Days Moderators

SOCIALIZING
TOGETHER
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PUBLIC EXHIBITION TUE-SAT 10AM-8PM

MAY26/30

MARS Architects
BSUR
Link Design
Philips
Dutch Design Work Space
United Nude
Cloud-9
Bough Bike

Bugaboo
Strictly Design
Gispen
Henny van Nistelrooy
Design2Gather
Daan Roosegaarde
Storeage
UBI
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MAY26/30

René van Doorn
Adriaan Rees
Brabantia
R2 Westbrook
WakaWaka
AIM
MVRDV
Arcadis

OMA
KCAP
UNStudio
NL Architects
Waste2Wear
Pactics
Viktor and Rolf
Lellabel
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SPONSORS

